
Honors US History I Summer Reading Project: 

Welcome to 10th Grade Honors US History! At the beginning of the year we will be working 

through the question: “What is an American, and who decides that?” 

To start off answering this question- you will be reading one of the following books of your 

choosing: 

There, There by Tommy Orange 

Dear America: Notes from an Undocumented Citizen by Jose Vargas 

How the Garcia Girls Lost their Accents by Julia Alvarez 

Bad Women by Roxanne Gay 

 

The following project is meant to help you break down what it means to be an American and 

explore what is the American Narrative. It is worth a project grade and will due the first week of 

school. Please make sure that you do each part so that you start off the year on the right foot  

Projects Due: 8/28/19 

Any late projects will be deducted 15 points until 9/3/19 

Any projects received after 9/3/19 will receive a 50-point reduction 

No projects will be accepted after 9/6/19 

 

Part One: Write a 1-2 page detailing the context of your novel or memoir. In your context, be sure 

to provide clear background knowledge on the events and circumstances happening throughout the 

narrative. Although some books are fiction, they mirror real events and themes throughout history. 

In your context you must cite at least two outside sources. Below you will find some websites that 

may be helpful in finding context.  

New York Times 

Boston Globe  

BBC 

Washington Post 

CNN 

NPR 

The Economist 

PBS 

The Wall Street Journal 

 

 

 

 

 



Part Two: Journal Entries can be written in two ways. Either double spaced typed, Times New 

Roman, 12 pt font, half page, or had written in blue or black ink, one full page of lined paper.  

Each journal entry should answer each question fully each question and include specific paraphrased 

evidence from your book.  

Pick 6 journal entries to write about, you must include journal entry 10.  

a. Journal Entry #1: How does your book incorporate American Culture? In what 

ways, does your book show how Culture effects or shapes society? What do you 

think? In what ways does your culture shape or impact society? 

 

b. Journal Entry #2: What does your book tell you about American identity? Are 

American identities and National identities the same thing? How does your identity 

fit into the American identity? What perspectives are represented in your novel? 

Which perspectives are omitted? 

 

 

c. Journal Entry #3: How does your book incorporate politics and power? Who has the 

most power in your book? Is that image true in American society? What do you 

think about power in America? Who have you witnessed having the most power? 

 

d. Journal Entry #4: How is work and labor about of your book? How are ideas spread 

through your book? How does technology and work and the exchange of ideas relate 

in your book? How do you use technology in order to spread ideas? How do you 

encounter new ideas? 

 

 

e. Journal Entry #5: How does your book approach the idea of movement throughout 

the United States? How does your book incorporate how people settle and build 

communities? Everyone’s family comes to the United States from somewhere, how 

did your own family come to the United States? Was it recent? Or a many 

generations back? 

 

f. Journal Entry #6: How does your book incorporate the environment? How does 

your book bring in how the environment and geography of place effect the people 

living there? How does geography and environment effect your day to day life? Are 

geography and environment something that you think about regularly, why or why 

not? 

 

g. Journal Entry #7: How does your book bring in how the United States interacts with 

other places and cultures? How do you think the United States acts in the world 

overall? Based on your book and your own experiences, what do you think the 

United States place in the world? 

 



h. Journal Entry #8: How does your book incorporate ideas of gender and sexuality? 

How do these ideas effect the characters in your book? How do these ideas shape 

the conflict that is present in your book? How does your gender and sexuality effect 

who you are? How does it affect the conflict that you run into? 

 

i. Journal Entry #9: How does your book incorporate ideas of race? How do these 

ideas effect the characters in your book? How do these ideas shape the conflict that 

is present in your book? How does your race effect who you are? How does it affect 

the conflict that you run into? 

 

 

j. Mandatory: Journal Entry #10: Using evidence from the end of your book, why is it 

important to study multiple perspectives in your history? 

Be prepared to discuss and work with your text when you return to school! 

 


